ERDINGER Champ - Wheat beer enjoyment straight from the bottle.

An ingenious idea of ERDINGER’s master brewers makes it possible: top wheat beer enjoyment straight from the bottle with ERDINGER Champ.

ERDINGER Champ can – and should – be drunk at parties! Our master brewers therefore hit upon a great idea: full wheat beer enjoyment without a glass. Just how the brew kettle maestros managed to trick the very nature of wheat beer and tame it into the 0.33-liter bottle remains their secret. Fact is that ERDINGER Champ tastes as sparklingly refreshing as a genuine Bavarian wheat beer should.

ERDINGER’s cool wheat beer for parties is actually a traditionalist at heart and not only complies with Bavaria’s strict Purity Law but also matures in the bottle. It just goes to show: traditional brewing skills can also be really cool.

Alcohol 4.7% vol | CH/100ml 2.3 g | BU/100ml 0.2 BU | Original wort 11.5°P |
Kcal/Kj 100ml 41 | 170